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As Greek myth stated the story, Icarus was able to fly using handmade wings. His downfall (literally!) was in not following directions.
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shown on the cover, this Icarus can certainly fly. But the bike’s
success comes from doing just the opposite of our mythical
friend; Lock and his Icarus have taken off essentially by not following any pre-determined directions at all. Turn to page 8 to read
more about this unique machine.
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SPOTLIGHT: DP Customs
The Motor City roots of brothers Jarrod and Justin Del Prado
come through loud and clear in the bikes they build at their
shop, DP Customs located in New River, Arizona. But even
more than that apparent influence there’s also a strong sense
of American style in the machines they design. Add that Justin
is a mad mechanical wrench and Jarrod is a lifelong racing fan
and you’ll get even more insight into why they do what they do.
Go to page 24 to see a selection of their builds here in IronWorks for your perusal and enjoyment.
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A Mile a Minute
STEPHEN BERNER

Last Licks
Photo Credit: Riles & Nelson,
courtesy of H-D
t is odd to be writing my final column for
2011 just as the summer begins to
fade but it is fitting, perhaps even appropriate, that it be this way. In places that
suffer from having true seasons, the end
of summer is a bittersweet time allowing
an opportunity to get some last licks in
while the getting is good. Like a fuse burning, you flash on how much time
you’ve had and how little you’ve
got ahead. The AC is off, the
windows are open, kids are
back in school, and the air is
clear and crisp. You can feel
time is marching on.
I am not ready to look back
on the year quite just yet; we
still have time to travel on twowheels comfortably. Putting the
wrapper on the season this
early would be wrong. The two
months after Sturgis are a nice
time to get out in the Northeast. Looking at the calendar,
travelling has calmed down and
so I am able to look up and appreciate the good stuff IW has
coming up and maybe get a few
no-agenda personal la-dee-dah
rides in, personal overnighters,
do a little visiting.
While I was waiting for Hurricane Irene to visit last week, I
received a call from Chris Callen, Publisher of Cycle Source, on his way to Bonneville, for the BUB speed event. As he
was heading west towards Utah, he called
to report on a stream of utility vehicles,
power line crews, arborists, and cleanup
crews parading their way east towards
what would be a mess. He was heading
towards bright sun and the salt of Bonneville and was watching an army move towards home. It was a strange feeling.
I know many of our readers, subscribers, fans, and fellow riders were affected by Irene. Ugh, what a disaster. My
heart breaks for those deeply affected. I
can think of few things sadder than damage to a home, business, town, etc. I lived

I
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through a house fire and I can say this
with absolute certainty: floods and fires
suck. Take it away, just please don’t leave
me with a heartrending mess to contend
with.
But on the other hand, we are fortunate. Nearly all survived and will be able to
rebuild. Some things can and will be replaced, many things can’t. And it is the
loss of those photo albums, the old pictures from past generations, home
movies, those pieces of paper and things
that prove we were here and accomplished things, which hurt the most. A lit-

heart. You guys need to follow our lead.
So in this context of the pot simmering,
what’s up with IronWorks Magazine?
Well, I can say with a high degree of confidence, IW has some good things coming
your way in 2012. We’ve got a groove
going if what I am hearing from our
friends, competitors, and readers is any
indication. While we are keeping our editorial line-up, we’ve got some new contributors, some new columns, and some great
machines teed up for 2011.
We’ve got our challenges like every
other business. The bee in our bonnet is
an ever-shrinking newsstand universe. As small and large convenience and bookstores alike
close it becomes harder to find
magazines, IW included. Interestingly, as newsstand has
shrunk, subscriberships have increased, because folks want
and will seek out their IronWorks Magazine. So a balance
is maintained but it is still a
challenge. My suggestion is that
if you like IW and want it regularly, you take advantage of the
substantial savings and subscribe.
I suppose that every year’s
end missive should also have
some sort of resolution/look
ahead type of communication in
it, seems that that’d be only
right. Well, I am pretty clear on
one: I want more. I want more
talented contributors in these
pages, more new voices in IW. I

tle bit of us gets lost when we lose those
things and so we lean on the folks around
us to give us strength, help us redefine
ourselves in this new context.
Americans rebuild—it is our nature; it’s
what we do. The phrase, “What doesn’t
kill us, makes us stronger,” applies to a
certain extent to this past year when it
comes to weather. To boot, I smell some
action in the air, I look around and see
that we are percolating. I am hopeful that
politically we are collectively realizing that
it’s ours to lose. And hey, Washington:
time to stand up, go to work, stop the infighting and pursuit of self-serving agendas, and look to our future. I see it happening amongst the citizenry, it gives me

want more pages of bikes. I want more
features from around the world. Basically,
I want to turn up the volume. I want more
of what we already have. Typically American, I know, but heartfelt. I want more of
what I like! And you can be certain; I am
going to work on bringing that resolution
to fruition.
So in closing, friends and readers, I
hope you will look forward as I do, to the
coming year. But for right now, let’s get
some last licks in on 2011. We’ve still got
places to go, tires to turn, and friends to
visit.
As for 2012? Bring it on, we’re ready.
Stephen Berner
steveb@steveb.biz
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Doug Moyers, proud and happy ownder.
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J&P Cycles’ 32nd anniversary celebration turned out to be one of the most exciting days of my life!
Just around 3:00 pm, after seeing
many of the vendor’s displays, I heard the
number of my vintage motorcycle entry
being announced! “Number 22, Winner of
the Editor’s Choice Award!” Instantly a
huge smile formed on my face. A trophy
plaque was handed to me and photos
were taken with other winners.

IronWorks Editor Stephen Berner asked
me to write some words about the bike.
Okay, I said, thinking to myself, “How do I
write about a bike that has been in my life
for close to 20 years?”
It began when I was working as a machinist for Goss (a printing press compa-

ny). A friend of mine, L. Howell, was peeling off chips of metal on a lathe next to my
horizontal mill. After a brief conversation
he told me of a project bike that he was
building. Automatically I was intensely interested. He invited me over to check out
a Harley that he bought from a drag racing buddy of his, a 1951 FL engine with
tranny and frame. Cool, I’m there!
In Mr. Howell’s basement were the makings of a bar to bar street bike: the
chromed out ’51 74 c.i. engine and tranny,
and two frames. The first frame was the
original wishbone hardtail with the backbone
lowered and a small amount of rake. The
second frame was a chopped and full raked
chopper set up with a single spring girder.
In talking, my friend told me of his plans

to retire to Colorado and explained that he
simply didn’t have time to build the Harley
project. Well, I was hooked. I bought both
frames as well as everything else - and
that’s when the fun started!
Not knowing much about what the hell I
got myself into, I started reading—a lot!
Luckily my buddy threw in a five-year collection of biker mags to help me. After a
few weeks I decided to build a chopper.
Not what he suggested, but that’s how I
roll. The build took about a year and in all
honesty the bike looked okay but a bit
rough; well, okay, a lot rough. But it was
rideable and it sounded great: 93” inches
axle to axle with a stretched out chrome
single-spring girder (handmade but company stamped), sitting with a seat height of
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22”, slinging a set of shorty pipes.
It did turn heads! But living in the Midwest the roads beat the hell out me with
that rigid frame. The fun ended after a
poker run with my buddies as the oil
flinger in the generator let go and the
metal fragment found their way to the oil
pump. You called it: toasted top end.”
Crap, this was going to hurt.
Another job and a new set of friends as
NAFTA and the onslaught of the out-sourcing of America took place in the early
‘90s, lead me to a new friend who could
help with the smoked engine problems.
Gary Meyers of Ely, Iowa, is an engine
builder who runs Motorhead Manufacturing and also worked in Cedar Rapids as a
mechanic. Gary has helped my brother
with suspension and frame modifications
for a ’70 Duster that my brother owned.
Gary caught up with me after looking at
my engine. “Well I’ve got good news and bad
news,” he said. “Which do you want first?”

I said, ”Oh give me the bad news.”
Gary said, “Well your motor is shot!” Not
only was the top end toast but somewhere
along the way someone had peened the
crank journals and the crank key area was
shot also!
Then he added, “The good news is, I
can fix it!”
This is where J&P Cycles comes into
the story. Not only did they carry the S&S
full crank assembly, but they had everything else I needed to get my bike up and
running. Did I mention that Anamosa is
less than 40 minutes away? Well good
things take time and it’s a good idea not
to rush your engine builder. One day I had
a call that Gary had my engine done. I
knew it was done right. I had my ’51 back.
That was 1997 and in 2000 I bought a
rolling chassis, selling the chopper set up.
I had just switched jobs and yep, 18
months later I was laid off and out of
cash. Time keeps ticking; slowly, I might

add. Another degree later and I am working with John Deere when a call back letter arrived asking me to come back to the
job I’d been laid off from. Leave Deere to
do what? Well, if I hadn’t gone back, this
bike would not be what it is.
One of the gals I work with is named
Minnie Sue but she goes by Minnie. Minnie is a real trooper and a crazy hard
worker. Not long after working with her,
she brought in some photos of a bike that
her husband Keith built. Wow! This bike
was simply awesome. Soon after going
back to work I was able to put away some
funds but then all hell broke loose. My
mom passed and then a year later, in ’08,
the worst flood Cedar Rapids had ever
seen flooded out my house. A couple of
weeks after the flood, I lost my father.
Well you keep moving on. It was time to
work my butt off and regroup. August of
2010 I talked to Keith about building my
bike. I found all the pieces I had stored
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and put them in the van and brought them
to Keith’s shop. Keith and I talked about
what I was looking to do and about some
ideas I had. Ten photos of bikes were
given to Keith, showing what I liked and
didn’t like. I kept working long hours and
kept asking Minnie about the bike. As December closed in I said to Minnie that the
Harley was my Christmas present to myself. Not knowing what Keith had in mind
made me anxious and excited because I
knew the bike would be sweet!
The months passed and, as we know,
these builds aren’t cheap. Time is money
and that was starting to make even more
of an impact as March rolled around. My
week started like so many others but soon
after starting work I get a phone call from
Keith. Keith said that we need to go over
a few things on the bike and he needed
me to come over so we could iron out
some issues. As I drove over the next Saturday at noon I couldn’t stop thinking
about what Keith wanted to talk about.
Maybe it was the seat or the height of the
bars. Hell, I had no idea.
At Keith’s door and I was greeted by his

son, Brian. “Yeah,” Brian said. “We really
need to cover some issues on this scoot
of yours. You really left us out in center
field on this thing.” I walk into the shop
and Minnie was seated off to the side of
the shop. Keith and Brian were walking
around or more like pacing in circles.
I could see a couple of wheels under a
sheet in the middle of the shop. Keith told
Brian to go ahead and Brian pulled off the
sheet. My heart about stopped! Bright,
shiny, brilliant red and chrome everywhere, there sat my new 1951 Harley. It
took my breath away.
In the beginning, my agreement included giving Keith free reign on this project
and I’m so glad I did. This man is so talented! I had told Minnie back in December
that I might have made a mistake. I said,
“I think I might have hired Van Gogh instead of Benjamin Moore!” Believe me, I
have no regrets now. It is an amazing
work of art!
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Keith Siefen • B & B Cycles
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